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COMPTON AND DOUBLE COMPTON SCATTERING PROCESSESAT COLLIDING ELECTRON�PHOTON BEAMSA. N. IlyihevNational Sienti� and Eduation Centre of Partile and High-Energy Physis of Belarussian State University220040, Minsk, BelarusE. A. Kuraev *, V. BytevJoint Institute for Nulear Researh141980, Dubna, RussiaYu. P. Peresun'koNational Siene Centre of Kharkov Institute of Physis and Tehnology,Institute of Theoretial Physis61108, Kharkov, UkraineSubmitted 12 July 2004Radiative orretions to the Compton sattering ross setion are alulated in the leading and next-to-leadinglogarithmi approximations in the ase of olliding high-energy photon-eletron beams. Radiative orretionsto the double Compton sattering ross setion in the same experimental set-up are alulated in the leadinglogarithmi approximation. We onsider the ase where no pairs are reated in the �nal state. We show thatthe di�erential ross setion an be written in the form of the Drell�Yan proess ross-setion. Numerial valuesof the K-fator and the leading-order distribution on the sattered eletron energy fration and sattering angleare presented.PACS: 11.10.Gh, 12.20.Ds, 13.60.Fz1. INTRODUCTIONThe Compton sattering proess(k1) + e�(p1)! (k2) + e�(p2);k21 = k22 = 0; p21 = p22 = m2;�1 = 2p1k1 = 4�1!1; �01 = 2p2k1 = 2�2!1(1�);s1 = 2p1p2 = 2�1�2(1 + );�1 � �01 � s1 � m2; �2 = 2�1!1!1(1�)+�1(1+) (1)
(where �1;2; !1 are the energies of the initial and sat-tered eletrons and the initial photon,  = os �, and �is the angle between p2 and k1) plays an importantrole as a possible alibration proess at high-energyphoton�eletron olliders [1℄. Obtaining a radiation-orreted ross setion of this proess is the motivation*E-mail: kuraev�thsun1.jinr.ru

of this paper. Modern methods based on the renor-malization group approah in ombination with thelowest-order radiative orretions (RC) allows obtain-ing a di�erential ross setion in the leading approxima-tion (where ((�=�)L)n � 1, with the �large logarithm�L = ln(s1=m2)) and in the next-to-leading approxima-tion (where terms of the order of (�=�)nLn�1 are kept).The auray of the formulas given below is thereforedetermined by terms of the order ofm2�1 ; �2�2 ; � sM2Z (2)ompared with the terms of the order of unity and isat the level of per-mille for typial experimental ondi-tions [1℄ � � 1, �1 � 10 GeV2. Terms of order (2) aresystematially omitted in what follows. We onsiderthe energies of initial partiles to be muh less than theZ-boson mass MZ , and therefore the weak orretionsto the Compton e�et are beyond our auray.37



A. N. Ilyihev, E. A. Kuraev, V. Bytev, Yu. P. Peresun'ko ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 1, 2005The �rst papers devoted to anellation of radia-tive orretions to Compton sattering were publishedin 1952 by Brown and Feynman [2℄ (virtual and softreal photon emission ontribution) and Mandl andSkyrme [3℄ (emission of an additional hard photon). Inthe work of Veltman [4℄, the lowest-order radiative or-retions to the polarized Compton sattering were al-ulated in nonrelativisti kinematis. This ase of kine-matis was also onsidered in the paper of Swartz [5℄.In the papers of Denner and Dittmaier [6℄, the lowest-order radiative orretions in the framework of theStandard model were alulated in the ase of polar-ized eletron and photon.In this paper, we onsider the ase of high-energyeletron and photon Compton sattering (with the msenergy supposed to be muh higher than the eletronmass but muh less than the Z-boson mass). We �ndthat the ross setion with radiative orretions of allorders of the perturbation theory taken into aountan be written in the form of the Drell�Yan proess.Both leading and next-to-leading ontributions are de-rived expliitly.We onsider the kinematis where the initial pho-ton and eletron move along the z axis in the oppositediretions. The energy of the sattered eletron is afuntion of its sattering angle:z0 = "2!1 = 2�a ; a = a(; �) = 1� + �(1 + );� = "1!1 : (3)We now onsider the kinemati ase where � < 1. Thease where � > 1 is onsidered in Appendix B.The di�erential ross setion in the Born approxi-mation is given byd�Bd (p1; �) = ��2U0!21a2 ; U0 = a1�  + 1� a : (4)In taking RC of higher orders (arising from emission ofboth virtual and real photons) into aount, the sim-ple relation between the sattered eletron energy andthe sattering angle hanges, and the di�erential rosssetion in general depends on the energy fration z ofthe sattered eletron. Aepting the Drell�Yan formof the ross setion, we an write it in the formd�d dz (p1; �; z) = 1Z0 dxD(x; L) �� z0Zz dtt D �zt ; L� d�hddt (xp1; �; t)�1 + ��K� ; (5)

where the struture funtion D(x; L) (spei�ed below)desribes the probability to �nd the eletron (onsid-ered as a parton) inside the eletron, K is the so-alledK-fator, whih an be alulated from the lowest RCorders, K is spei�ed below (see Eqs. (8), (19), and(26)), and the �hard� ross setion isd�hddt (xp1; �; t) = d�Bd (xp1; �)Æ(t� t(x)); (6)d�B(xp1; �)d = ��2!21 1(1� + �x(1 + ))2 ��� 1� 1� + �x(1 + ) + 1� + �x(1 + )1�  �;t(x) = 2x�1� + �x(1 + ) :The ross setion written in the Drell�Yan formexpliitly satis�es the Kinoshita�Lee�Nauenberg the-orem [7℄. Indeed, being integrated over the satteredeletron energy fration z, the struture funtion or-responding to the sattered eletron turns to unity be-ause 1Z0 dz 1Zz dtt D �zt ; L� f(t) = 1Z0 dt f(t): (7)Mass singularities assoiated with the initial leptonstruture funtion remain.Therefore, our master formula for the ross setionwith RC taken into aount isd�dz d (p1; p2) == 1Zx0 dxt(x)D(x; L)d�Bd (xp1; �)D� zt(x) ; L�++ �� d�B(p1; �)d �KSV Æ(z � z0) +Kh�;z = �02!1 < z0; x0 = z(1� )�(2� z(1 + )) ;L = ln 2!21z0�(1 + )m2 ;
(8)

with the nonsinglet struture funtion D de�ned as [8℄38



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 1, 2005 Compton and double Compton sattering : : :D(z; L) = Æ(1� z) + 1Xk=1 1k!��L2� �kP1(z)
k;P1(z)
k = P1 
 � � � 
 P1(z)| {z }k ;P1 
 P1(z) = 1Zz P1(t)P1�zt�dtt ; (9)P1(z) = 1 + z21� z �(1� z ��) ++Æ(1� z)�2 ln� + 32� ; �� 1:In Conlusion (see Eq. (30)), we give the so-alled�smoothed� form of the struture funtion.The seond term in the right-hand side of (8) ol-lets all the nonleading ontributions from the emissionof virtual, soft, and hard photons, with KSV given inSe. 2, where the virtual and soft real ontributions areonsidered. In Ses. 3 and 4, we onsider the ontri-bution from an additional hard photon emission andintrodue an auxiliary parameter �0 to distinguish theollinear and nonollinear kinematis of photon emis-sion. We also give the expression for the hard photonontribution Kh. The results of numerial estimationof the K-fator and leading ontributions are given inSe. 5. In Appendix A, we demonstrate the expliitanellation of the �0 dependene. In Appendix B, weonsider the kinemati ase "1 > !1.2. CONTRIBUTION OF VIRTUAL AND SOFTREAL PHOTONSTo obtain the expliit form of the K-fator, we re-produe the lowest-order RC. It onsists of the vir-tual photon emission ontribution and the ontributionfrom the real (soft and hard) photon emission. Thevirtual and soft photon emission ontribution was �rstalulated in the famous paper by Brown and Feyn-man [2℄. The result isd�virtd�B = ��� U1U0 ; (10)with (see [2℄, kinemati ase II)U1U0 = (1�L)�32+2 ln �m�+12L2��26 �KV ;U0 = �2�1 + �1�2 ; (11)where KV (the virtual photon ontribution to theK-fator) is

KV = � 1U0 �� ��1� �22�1 � �1�2��ln2 s1�1 � ln s1�1+2 ln �2�1�++�1� �12�2��2�1��ln2 s1�2� ln s1�1� ln �1�2+�2��; (12)and �2�1 = z0(1� )2� ; (13)s1�1 = z0(1 + )2 ; s1�2 = �(1 + )1�  : (14)The soft photon emission for our kinematis has theformd�softd�B = � 4��16�3 �� Z d3k! � p1p1k � p2p2k�2!=pk2+�2<����1��2 : (15)Standard alulations lead to the resultd�softd�B = �� �(L� 1) ln m2�"2�2"1"2 + 12L2�� 12 ln2 "1"2 � �23 + Li2 1� 2 � : (16)The resulting ontribution to the ross setion fromvirtual and soft real photons is independent of the �-titious �photon mass� � and the L2-type terms. It anbe written as� d�dz d�sv = d�virt + d�softd Æ(z � z0) == �2� d�B(p1; �)d �� �(L� 1)(P1� + P2�) + 2KSV �Æ(z � z0); (17)where we introdue the notationP1� = 32 + 2 ln �""1 ; P2� = 32 + 2 ln �""2 : (18)We an see that the terms proportional to the �large�logarithm L have the form onforming with the renor-malization group presription of the struture funtion.The ontribution of nonleading terms isKSV = ��26 + Li2 1� 2 � 12 ln2 z0� +KV : (19)39



A. N. Ilyihev, E. A. Kuraev, V. Bytev, Yu. P. Peresun'ko ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 1, 20053. CONTRIBUTION OF THE HARDCOLLINEAR REAL PHOTON EMISSIONThe dependene on the auxiliary parameter �� iseliminated when the emission of a real additional hardphoton with 4-momentum k and the energy ! exeed-ing �� is taken into aount.It is onvenient to onsider the kinematis in whihthis additional photon moves within a narrow one ofthe angular size m=�1 � �0 � 1 along the diretionsof the initial or sattered eletrons. The ontributionof these kinemati regions an be obtained using the�quasireal eletron method� [9℄ instead of the general(rather umbersome) expression for the ross setion ofthe double Compton (DC) sattering proess [3℄.In the ase where the ollinear photon is emittedalong the initial eletron, the result is� d�dz d�kjjp1 = �2� 1���=�1Z0 dxd�Bd (xp1; �)�� �1 + x21� x (L1 � 1) + 1� x� Æ(z � t(x)); (20)L1 = ln �20�21m2 = L+ ln �20�2z0(1 + ) :When the photon is emitted along the sattered ele-tron, we have� d�dz d�kjjp2 = �2� d�Bd (p1; �) z0Zz(1+��=�2) dtt Æ(t�z0)�� �1 + z2=t21� z=t (L2 � 1) + 1� zt � ; (21)L2 = ln �022 �20m2 = L+ ln �20z22�(1 + )z0 ;where z = "02=!1 < z0 is the energy fration of the sat-tered eletron (after emission of the ollinear photon).It is onvenient to write the ontribution of theollinear kinematis in the form

� d�hdz d�oll = �2� (L� 1)� 1Z0 dx1 + x21� x �� �(1� x��1)d�B(xp1; �)d Æ(z � t(x)) ++ z0Zz dtt 1+z2=t21�z=t � �1�zt��2� d�B(p1; �)d Æ(t�z0)�++ df (1)dz d + df (2)dz d ; (22)wheredf (1)dz d = �34�(1� )!21 ���2� z(1 + )2 + 22� z(1 + )��� �1 + x21� x ln ��202z0(1 + ) + 1� x�x=x0 �� �(1� x��1);df (2)dz d = �34�a!21�1� a + a1� ��� �1 + z2=t21� z=t ln z2�202�(1 + )z0 + 1� zt �t=z0 �� � �1� zt ��2� ; �1;2 = �""1;2 :
(23)

We here use the relationÆ(z � t(x)) = 2x20�z2(1� )Æ(x� x0):Again, we an see that the terms ontaining thelarge logarithm L have the form onforming with thestruture funtion. Our ansatz (5) is therefore on-�rmed.The dependene on the auxiliary parameter �0 van-ishes when the ontribution of nonollinear kinematisof the additional hard photon emission is taken intoaount (see Se. 6).4. NONCOLLINEAR KINEMATICSCONTRIBUTION. DOUBLE COMPTONSCATTERING PROCESSThe general expression for the ross setion of theDC sattering proess(k1) + e�(p1)! (k2) + (k) + e�(p2);� = 2kp1; �0 = 2kp2;�2 = 2k2p1; �02 = 2k2p2; (24)40



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 1, 2005 Compton and double Compton sattering : : :Table 1. The value of Kh as a funtion of z and os � (alulated for � = 0:4)z n os � �0:8 �0:6 �0:4 �0:2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.80.1 �2:82 �2:61 �2:39 �2:19 �2:09 �1:89 �1:87 �2:06 �2:750.2 �2:77 �2:47 �2:17 �1:90 �1:65 �1:46 �1:39 �1:56 �2:300.3 �3:43 �2:98 �2:55 �2:14 �1:77 �1:47 �1:30 �1:38 �2:130.4 �4:96 �3:87 �3:23 �2:65 �2:13 �1:67 �1:34 �1:30 �2:02Table 2. The value of ~Kh as a funtion of y and os � (alulated for � = 0:064)y n os � �0:8 �0:6 �0:4 �0:2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.80.05 0.70 �1:97 �7:41 �15:54 �26:90 �42:70 �65:40 �100:64 �166:210.10 0.36 �3:20 �9:85 �18:38 �18:350.15 0.03 �3:38 �1:340.20 �0:20 0.290.25 �0:25was obtained years ago by Mandl and Skyrme [3℄. Theexpression for the ross setion presented in this pa-per is exat but, unfortunately, too ompliated. In-stead, we use the expression for the di�erential rosssetion alulated (by the methods of hiral ampli-tudes [10℄) under the assumption that all kinematiinvariants are large ompared with the eletron masssquared, � � �0 � �i � �0i � m2:"2d�DC0d3p2 = 12! �32�2�1Rd�;d� = d3k2!2 d3k! Æ4(p1 + k1 � p2 � k2 � k);R = s1 ����0(�2+�02)+�1�01(�21+�012)+�2�02(�22+�022)��0�1�01�2�02 : (25)
The expliit expression for the ontribution to theK-fator from hard photon emission Kh is�� d�Bd Kh = d�DC�0dz d + df (1)dz d + df (2)dz d ; (26)where d�DC�0dz d = �3z2!4�� Z Rd�; (27)and the phase volume d� is restrited by the ondi-tions !; !2 > �� and the requirement that the anglesbetween the 3-vetors k2;k and the 3-vetors p1, p2exeed �0.

The values of Kh alulated numerially are givenin Tables 1 and 2. We �nd the independene of Khfrom the auxiliary parameters �0 and �" numeriallyand analytially (see Appendix A).The ross setion of the DC sattering proess in aninlusive experimental set-up with the leading logarith-mi approximation in terms of the struture funtionshas the formd�DC(p1; k1; p2; k; k2) = 1Z0 dxD(x; L) �� 1Zz D �zt � dtt d�DC0 �xp1; k1; tp2z ; k; k2� ; (28)with the struture funtions given above andd�DC0 (p1; k1; p2; k; k2) = �34�2�1 ��Rd3k2d3kd3p2!2!�2 Æ4(p1 + k1 � p2 � k2 � k): (29)5. CONCLUSIONThe harateristi form �reverse radiative tail� (seeTables 3 and 4) of the di�erential ross setion vs. theenergy fration z an be reprodued if one uses the�smoothed� expression for nonsinglet struture fun-tions, whih inludes the virtual eletron pair produ-tion [11℄41



A. N. Ilyihev, E. A. Kuraev, V. Bytev, Yu. P. Peresun'ko ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 1, 2005Table 3. The value of !21=�2d�=(d dz) (the leading ontribution, the �rst term in the right-hand side of masterformula (8)) as a funtion of z and os � (alulated for � = 0:4, !1 = 5 GeV)z n os � �0:8 �0:6 �0:4 �0:2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.80.1 0.211 0.237 0.265 0.299 0.345 0.413 0.526 0.754 1.4500.2 0.337 0.357 0.378 0.405 0.445 0.508 0.618 0.850 1.5760.3 0.703 0.669 0.643 0.634 0.644 0.685 0.782 1.013 1.7840.4 3.883 2.153 1.554 1.264 1.113 1.054 1.090 1.296 2.122Table 4. The value of ("21=�2) d~�=d dy (the leading ontribution, the �rst term in the right-hand side of masterformula (39)) as a funtion of y and os � (alulated for !1 = 400 MeV, "1 = 6 GeV)y n os � �0:8 �0:6 �0:4 �0:2 0 0.2 0.4 0.60.05 9.658 11.110 13.626 17.513 23.678 34.116 53.669 98.2080.10 11.350 15.024 22.633 39.297 86.0170.15 13.839 23.190 56.0970.20 17.735 45.6720.25 24.303D(x; L) = �2 (1� x)�=2�1�1 + 38���� �4 (1 + x) +O(�2); � = 2�� (L� 1); (30)O(�2) = �2 (1�x)�=2�1�� 148�2 �13L+�2�478 ��++ 132�2(�4(1 + x) ln(1� x)� 1 + 3x21� x lnx� 5� x):In the Figure, we give the magnitude of RC in the lead-ing approximationR(�) = �d�Bd ��1�Z dz d�dz d � d�Bd �: (31)The results given above refer to the experimentalset-up without additional e+e�; �+��; �+�� real pairsin the �nal state.The auray of the formulas given above is deter-mined by the order of magnitude of the terms omitted(see (2)) ompared to the terms of the order of unity,i.e., is of the order of 0:1% for typial experimental on-ditions. In partiular, this is the reason why we omitthe evolution e�et of the K-fator terms.The numerial value of Kh, leading ontributions,and the Born ross setion for di�erent kinematiregions are presented as funtions of z and  inTables 1�6.
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ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 1, 2005 Compton and double Compton sattering : : :Table 5. Born ross setion (4) (without the fator �2=!21) for � = 0:4os � �0:8 �0:6 �0:4 �0:2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8!21�2 d�Bd 1.779 2.038 2.365 2.796 3.389 4.266 5.721 8.669 17.881Table 6. Born ross setion (40) (without the fator �2=!21) for !1 = 400 MeV and "1 = 6 GeVos � �0:8 �0:6 �0:4 �0:2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8"21�2 d~�Bd 93.317 60.706 49.428 44.994 44.351 47.084 54.584 72.444 129.944Table 7. The value of y0 and z0 as a funtion of  for � = 0:064 and � = 0:4os � �0:8 �0:6 �0:4 �0:2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8y0 0.417 0.263 0.192 0.152 0.125 0.106 0.093 0.082 0.074z0 0.423 0.455 0.489 0.526 0.571 0.625 0.690 0.769 0.870APPENDIX AIntegrating the phase volume over k2,d� = d3k! d3k2!2 Æ4(Q�k�k2); Q = p1+k1�p2; (32)we an put it in the formd� = !d!!21 2d1d2pD Æ �2�� �z(1 + )� z(1� )�� !!1 (�(1� 1)� z(1� 2) + 1 + 1)� ; (33)where D = 1� 21 � 22 � 2 � 212 and 1; 2 are theosines of the respetive angles between k and p1;p2.For ollinear kinematis, the following relations anbe useful:1. k � (1� x)p1,R1 = Rjkjjp1 = � 2x�z(1� ) + z(1� )2x� ��� 1 + x2(1� x)2 12�2(1� 1)x!21 ;d�1 = d�jkjjp1 = 2d3k! Æ((xp1 + k1 � p2)2) == 2��(1� x)dx d12� z(1 + ) Æ(x� x0);d�1hdz d = �3z2!4�� Z R1d�1 = �34�!21(1� ) �� 1 + x201� x0� 2x0�z(1� ) + z(1� )2x0� � ln 4�20 :
(34)

In the last equation, we take the same ontributionfrom the region k2 � (1� x)p1 into aount.2. In the ase where k � (t=z � 1)p2, we obtainR2 = Rjkjjp2 = � 2x�z(1� ) + z(1� )2x� ��� 1 + x2(1� x)2 12�2(1� 1)x!21 ;d�1 = d�jkjjp1 = 2d3k! Æ((xp1 + k1 � p2)2) == 2��(1� x)dx d12� z(1 + ) Æ(x � x0): (35)
Therefore, the ontribution in the ase where kjjp2(k2jjp2) has the formd�2hdz d = �3z2!4�!21 Z R1 d�1 == �34�a!21 �1� a + a1� � 1 + z2t21� zt ln 4�20 : (36)Comparing formulas (34) and (36) with (23), we ansee expliit anellation of the �0 dependene.APPENDIX BHere, we desribe the di�erent ases of kinematiregions for � and z.43



A. N. Ilyihev, E. A. Kuraev, V. Bytev, Yu. P. Peresun'ko ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 1, 2005All the above formulas were onsidered for � < 1,and the possible region for the variable z was deter-mined by the inequality x0 < 1,z � 2�1� + �(1 + ) ; (37)whih means that the lower integration limit in for-mula (8) is less than 1. In the ase where � > 1, it isonvenient to introdue the new variables� = !1"1 ; y = "02"1 ; y0 = "2"1 = 2�1++�(1�) ;� < 1: (38)For � > 1 (or � < 1), master equation (8) beomesd~�dy d (p1; p2) = 1Z~x0 dx~t(x)D(x; ~L)d~�B(xp1; �)d ��D� y~t(x) ; ~L�++�� d~�B(p1; �)d � ~KSV Æ(y � y0) + ~Kh�; (39)~x0 = y�(1� )2� � y(1 + ) ; ~L = ln 2"21y0(1 + )m2 ;~t(x) = 2�xx(1 + ) + �(1� ) ;with the possible values for the energy fration y ofthe sattered eletron given by y � y0. Born rosssetion (4) and (6) and formulas for hard photon emis-sion, ~KSV , ~Kh for � > 1 follow just by the appropriatesubstitution �! ��1:d~�B(xp1; �)d = ��2"21 1(�(1� ) + x(1 + ))2 ��� �(1�)�(1�)+x(1+)+�(1�)+x(1+)�(1�) �: (40)
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